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Abstract
Basic technology of the automobile is now stable, but there are innovations in its "fitting'' in urban
environment and its improved relationship with pedestrians and human activities in general. Technology of
transit systems has had many innovations in the last 2-3 decades. There has been a general trend to provide
partially or fully separated rights-of-way for transit. Buses and trolleybuses have been given special lanes or
roadways in many cities. Separation of rail vehicles from other traffic has led to creation of light rail transit, a
new mode that provides much better service than streetcars, trolleybuses and buses, but requires significantly
lower investment than metros. Because of the great diversity of services it can offer, light rail transit is now
being built in many cities around the world. Metro (rapid transit) systems have been built intensively in the
last 30 years: their number increased from 17 in 1950 to over 60 today. There.are now attempts to develop
small-scale automated metro systems, on rails or rubber tires, which require lower investments than metros
and thus enable also medium size cities to upgrade their transit services.
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TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORT 
SYSTEMS AND VEHICLES 
Vukan R. Vuchlc, 
University of Pennsylvania 
ABSTRACT Basic technology of the automobile is now stable, but there are innovations in its "fitting'' 
in urban environment and its improved relationship with pedestrians and human activities in general. 
Technology of transit systems has had aiany innovations in the last 2-3 decades. There has been a 
general trend to provide partially or fully separated rights-of-way for transit. Buses and trolley­
buses have been given special lanes or roadways in many cities. Separation of rail vehicles from 
other traffic has led to creation of light rail transit, a new mode that provides much better serv­
ice than streetcars, trolleybuses and buses, but requires significantly lower investment than metros. 
Because of the great diversity of services it can offer, light rail transit is now being built in 
many cities around the world. Metro (rapid transit) systems have been built intensively in the last 
30 years: their number increased from 17 in 1950 to over 60 today. There .are now attempts to de­
velop small-scale automated metro systems, on rails or rubber tires, which require lower investments 
than metros and thus enable also medium size cities to upgrade their transit services. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Transportation technology has always had a ma­
jor impact on the form, density and environ­
ment of cities. For example, during the perlod 
between the·invention of railways (1825) and 
introduction of electric transit (1890s) the 
rapid urbanization and irowt.h of cities led to 
extreme concentrations of population, develop­
ment of slums and extremely unhealthy u�ban en­
vironments. Transit allowed considerable dis­
persal of population and led to substantial 
separation of residential from industrial and 
other activities, resulting in improved living 
conditions and urban character. 
The wide use of the private automobile in 
cities, which started in the United States dur­
ing the 1920-30s, in Europe in the 1950-60s, 
and later in most other countries, caused 
another major "revolution" in urban development. 
The automobile increased personal mobility tre­
mendously and facilitated ubiquitous travel, 
causing an even faster spatial spreading of 
cities. 
However, together with numerous benefits, the 
automobile has brought some serious problems. 
Congestion automobiles cause on urban streets 
hos had negative effects on public transporta­
tion, pedestrians and urban environment in 
general. The roles of the automobi]e and dif­
ferent public transportation modes and their 
mutual relationships represent the most complex 
problem in urban transportation today. 
This paper will present s brief review of urban 
transp�rtation modes and discuss current trends 
in the development of their systems and ve-
hicles. 
2. PRIVATE AUTOMOBILE AND ITS ROLE IN CITIES*
The role given to the private automobile in the 
city and its relationship to public transport 
on one, and pedestrians on the other side, have 
a strong influence on the entire character of 
the city. Cities which gave automobile the 
dominant role have grown with very low densities, 
developed life styles based on the automobile 
and lost much of the human character in their 
social activities. Cities following the other 
extreme - not providing any major facilities for 
automobile traffic - have suffered from extreme 
congestion, poor efficiency in functioning of 
various activities and congested, unhealthy 
urban environment. 
Although the optimal role of the automobile in 
a city depends greatly on each city's size, 
topography, economy and other factors, it is 
generally true that in medium and large cities 
a coordinated system of private and public ttons­
p,•rtation (autlo and transit, respectively) leads 
to far better efficiency, social activities and 
physical environment than either one of the two 
extremes, each favoring one mode only. 
Houston, Los Angeles and Caracas are good ex­
amples of cities which for a long time pursued 
policies of total reliance on private autoao­
bile only. Although they built hundreds of 
kilometers of freeways and huge parking garages, 
they now suffer from serious congestion, unre­
liable travel conditions and severe limits to 
their growth. 
• Excellent analyses of issues discussed here
can be found in (1, 2 and 3).
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